
UTTAR HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
 

Sales Circular No. U- 2 /2009      

From 
 
  The General Manager/Commercial, 
  UHBVN, Panchkula. 
To 
 
  All CEs/(OP)/SEs(OP)XENs/SDOs/OP, 
  JEs-I, Incharge in UHBVN. 
 
  Memo No. Ch-   22 /Billing-141 
  Dated:   07.01.2009. 
 
Subject: - Computerized Billing of NDS (with connected load greater than 20 

KW),  HT Industrial and LT Industrial Consumers. 
 

As per the existing instructions issued vide sales circular no U-65/2007 

dated 12.09.2007, the billing of HT / LT Industrial Consumers and NDS Consumers 

(greater than 20KW) is to be done on Monthly basis. Further vide sales circular no. U-

24/2007 dated 16.03.2007, instructions were issued for the manual spot billing of HT 

and LT Industrial consumers (>20KW).  

While reviewing the status of billing of these categories of consumers, it 

has been observed that manually prepared energy bills are being issued to these 

categories of consumers by the concerned sub-divisional staff, which are susceptible 

to errors related to applicability of tariffs, Multiplying Factor, Power factor 

penalties/rebates, TOD charges, LT surcharge, excess demand charges etc. 

Considering the fact that billing of these categories of consumers involves huge 

amount, as such it has been decided that henceforth the computerized energy bills 

shall be issued to such consumers as per following guidelines. 

 

(a) The Billing of NDS Consumers (with connected load greater than 20 KW) and LT 

Industrial consumers shall be done henceforth only through the circle level billing 

centers being maintained by the Billing Agencies. The Billing agencies shall also 

furnish the ledgers, output reports etc. No Manual bill shall be issued henceforth in 

these categories. 

(b) The Billing of HT Industrial consumers shall also be undertaken at circle level 

billing centers through billing agencies for which the existing HT Billing Software of 

UHBVN shall be used by the Billing agencies. The software may be suitably 

amended by the Billing agencies to incorporate the ledger preparation advice input 

etc.  

 

 



(c)  The concerned sub-divisional offices shall ensure that the master files of 

consumers pertaining to these categories of consumers be created at the earliest 

to commence the computerized billing of these consumers. 

(d) The energy bills of HT Industrial, LT Industrial and NDS (greater than 20 KW) shall 

be issued latest by 10th of every month to ensure the realization of the revenue in 

the same month/ financial year. The concerned field offices shall finalize the 

schedule of billing to have such arrangement. 

(e) Wherever the downloaded data of the meters are available, the billing of all such 

LT/HT industrial consumers should be done by the Billing agencies through CMRI 

data and BCS Software.  The concerned SE ‘Operation’ / M&P wing shall 

coordinate with the Billing agencies to handover the BCS software to the billing 

agencies for undertaking the billing through CMRI.  The concerned sub-division 

shall ensure that the meters of all the LT Industrial / HT Industrial consumers are 

having downloading facility through CMRI so that in future billing of all such 

consumers be undertaken through CMRI only. 

(f) The Billing agencies shall take necessary action for ensuring the billing through 

CMRI downloaded data and the concerned sub-division shall ensure the 

availability of CMRI downloaded data to the billing agencies. 

(g) The Billing agencies shall also provide the analysis of the industrial consumers 

billing along with billing output reports covering consumption analysis, meter status 

code and tamper analysis etc. 

(h) The computerization of billing of all the HT/LT Industrial consumers and NDS 

Consumers (with connected load greater than 20 KW) shall be ensured by the 

concerned field offices within a maximum of one month from the date of these 

instructions. 

 

The provisions of Sales Circular No. U-24/2007 dated 16.03.2007 are 

superseded completely with immediate effect. 

 The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all concerned for careful 

and meticulous compliance. 

 
 

      General Manager/Commercial 
       UHBVN, Panchkula. 

 
CC:-  
 
(a) Gurjit Singh, Joint Director, DOEACC Center, Chandigarh for taking necessary 

action for implementing the HT/LT industrial billing through CMRI and BCS 
software from circle level billing centers. 
 

(b) S.S. Solanki, Project manger, ERDC Manager, Hartron, Ambala Cantt for taking 
necessary action for taking necessary action for implementing the HT/LT 
industrial billing through CMRI and BCS software from circle level billing centers. 
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